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Mercury retrograde can make for misunderstandings and muddled communications. So here are things simply.

This is what we are doing right now in a nutshell.

The enemy attacks on many fronts and we have to counter them on all fronts. They are trying to instigate war, carry massive sacrifice, and threaten freedom of speech as usual. We have to reply all blows. This is one of the most ‘do or die’ times of the year for them.

Reverse Blood Sacrifice **RTR on all days**- Until April 20th.

Plus

April 11th: 72, 42, Communications, Anti-War RTR
April 12th: 72, 42, Communications, Anti-Confusion RTR
April 13th: 72, 42, Communications, Anti-War RTR
April 14th: 72, 42, Communications, Anti-Confusion RTR
April 15th: 72, 42, Communications, Anti-War RTR

April 16th until 20th: 72, 42, Communications, Reverse Jewish Blood Sacrifice RTR.

Below the links and the more elaborate schedule:
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